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1. Introduction 
This paper is about the meanings of one of the uses of the Russian pronoun “sam” (I’ll be calling 
this use “sam1” throughout the paper), the one illustrated in examples (1)-(4): 
 

(1) Sam Petya prishel k nam v gosti. 
(2) Ja videla samogo Petyu. 
(3) Sam Petya ne reshyl zadachu. 
(4) On ne soglasen s samim Petej. 

 
First of all, sam1 doesn’t seem to have any at-issue meanings: the truth-conditions of sentences 
(1)-(4) will stay the same if we omit “sam” from them. But sam1 does seem to have more than 
one non-at-issue meaning: a presupposition and a conventional implicature. In this paper I will 
try to provide evidence for these two meanings, will discuss how they should be represented and 
how they are derived. 
In the rest of this section I will provide preliminary, rough descriptions of the two meanings (1.1, 
1.2) and certain semantic/pragmatic and syntactic resrictions of NPs modified by sam1 (1.3). 
 
1.1. Presupposition 
Sentences with sam1 trigger a presupposition about an individual1 denoted by an NP which is 
modified by sam1 - further in this paper I will be using a label “sam1-individual” as a shorthand 
for an individual denoted by an NP modified by “sam1” (and also, I will be using a term “sam1-
sentence” for sentences containing an NP modified by sam1).  
So, the presupposition can be described like this: “the sam1-individual is very good in some 
way”. 
 For example, presuppositions triggered in sentences (1)-(4) can be parapharased as (1’)-(4’) 
respectively: 
 

 (1’), (2’) Petya is a popular/great/wonderful/... person. 
(3’) Petya is very good at maths/good at solving math problems. 
(4’) Petya is a wise/intelligent/respected...  person. 

 
Actually, it is possible to encounter a sentence like (5), which obviously presupposes that Petya 
is bad at maths – so this observation is contrary to what I just said about the presupposition of 
sam1-sentences: 
 

(5) Sam Petya reshyl zadachu. 
ps: Petya usually doesn’t solve math problems. 

 
But, as my native-speaker’s intuition tells me, and as other native speakers agreed, (5) can be 
either uttered with something like irony; or, if without irony, it sounds simply archaic or old-
fashioned: that is, we can encounter such sentences in the literature (not contemporary) or 
probably we can hear it from some elderly person. Interestingly, if uses of sam1 like in (5) were 
normal, sam1 would have the same function as dazhe (‘even’) – I will return to this issue in 
section 2.4. 
 
1.2. Implicature 

                                                
1 Note that I suppose that the denotation of an NP modified by “sam” is an entity (of type e): I will try to explain 
why it is so in section 1.3. 



The very purpose of using sam1 in a sentence is to indicate that the situation denoted by the 
sentence is unusual/outstanding. For example, situations in (1) and (2) are regarded (normally, 
by a speaker) as remarkable, exciting by a person who utters them; and situations in (3) and (4) 
are regarded as strange, unusual, unprecedented. This additional unusualness proposition is 
clearly an implicature because it doesn’t affect truth conditions of sentences with sam1: for 
example, an addressee of an utterance in (1) could answer like: “I know. But what is so special 
about it?” – that is, he could agree with the at-issue content but disagree with the implicature. I 
will call this implicature the unusualness-implicature for short. 
Moreover, it seems to be a  conventional implicature (in the sense used by (Potts 2005a, 2007)), 
not a conversational one. The crucial difference between these two types of implicatures is that a 
conversational implicature is deniable, but a CI is not: CIs give rise to logica entailments, just 
like at-issue content, but they are just on a separate dimension meaning. Here are some examples 
illustrating non-deniability of the unusualness implicature: 
 

(6) # Sam Petya prishel k nam v gosti, no v etom net nichego osobennogo. 
(7) # Sam Petya ne reshyl zadachu, no eto obychnoe delo. 

 
However, unusualness implicatures in different concrete sentences differ: as we saw with respect 
to our examples (1)-(4), they may be something like “The situation is wonderful” or “The 
situation is strange”. These two propositions are rather different, but intuitively it is very certain 
that in sentences with both the first and the second implicatures “sam” is one and the same 
lexical item. And so we can suppose that our mind categorises notions such as ‘wonderful’, 
‘exciting’, ‘strange’, ‘unusual’ as comprising a natural class (what I designate as “unusualness”). 
And therefore the CI for all sam-sentences could probably be formulated as “The situation is 
unusual” – and a concrete flavour of unusualness gets concretised on the basis of a context 
(c+ps+a: “background” context + ps + at-issue meaning). For example, in (2): if you happen to 
see some outstanding person – this is definitely exciting; in (3): when some person who is very 
good at maths fails to solve a problem – that is strange. In section 2 I will describe how different 
flavours of the unusualness are dependant on ps+a. In section 3.2 I will discuss how this 
concretisation could be formalised. 
 
1.3. Some semantic, pragmatic and syntactic restrictions on the expressions with sam1 
First, as stated in footnote 1, an NP modified by sam1 denotes an object of type e. I don’t really 
understand yet whether this is because of the basic sense, the “raison d’etre” of the 
presupposition - to say something about a particular individual, or maybe this rather stems from 
the nature of the situation described by the sentence (that is, for example, an NP cannot in 
principle be interpreted as generic in such a situation). I will however point out to a possible 
argument in favor of the e-type interpretation, not generic, <<et>t> (but, again, I don’t claim that 
this argument is the explanation for why we obligatorily need type <e>). 
A presupposition of a sam-sentence entails that a sam-individual is very good at something – that 
is, we have a proposition that states that a sam-individual has a very high degree of some 
gradable property. If we follow many contemporary researchers in assuming that we have type d 
in our ontology and that gradable properties refer to  scales – that is, an ordered set of 
equivalence classes of entities (=degrees) and denote functions from entities to degrees, than we 
can only apply such function to an entity: it takes an entity and gives an equivalence class to 
which it belongs (type <ed>). An object of type <<et>t> seems to be unable to combine with 
<ed>. 
A second restriction is that a sam-individual should be familiar, not new: in fact, it is the only 
logically possible variant if we regard the meaning of a sentence as changing the context, that is, 
if we assume dynamic sematics theory like (Heim 1982) or (Kamp 1983) (in the following 
explanation I will use the notions of Heim’s theory). In Heim’s theory, a new referent is 
interpreted as a file card which is added at the moment of updating a current file. A 



presupposition is information that is already in the common ground (in a file) by the time when 
the context is updated by the at-issue proposition. So, applying this to our case, if the proposition 
that an individual is very good at something  has already been added to the common ground by 
the time when the at-issue proposition is being added, the individual possessing the good quality 
can only correspond to an already existing file card – because it was added at the minimum at a 
preceding step. 
Third, it seems that it is, if not anomalous, then at least clumsy when an NP modified by sam1 
has some non-restrictive modifier. For example: 
 

(8) ?? Ja videla samogo prekrasnogo Petju. 
 
What seems to be wrong with this sentence is that it already presupposes that Petya is wonderful, 
while the adjective “prekrasnyj” says it again – which violates the Grice’s maxim of quantity. If 
substitute “prekrasnyj” with “krasivyj” (which denotes a “narrower” property) – (9), and try to 
construct its presupposition as, for example, (9’), then the sentence will still remain odd. I 
suppose that it is because in this case the adjectival modifier will convey information which is 
irrelevant to what is being talked of:  
 

(9) ?? Ja videla samogo krasivogo Petju. 
(10) Petya is very rich. 

 
With (10) presupposed sentence (9) would mean that the speaker is excited about the fact that he 
has seen a rich, and consequently, important, famous person. The proposition that he is also 
beautiful seems out of place here.  
So, we can suppose that all the conveyed information (information entailed by an updated file) 
should be relevant to the purpose of the utterance which is, as I wrote in 1.2, to inform that the 
whole situation is unusual. In the following section I describe how exactly they are related. 
 
 
2. Interrelation of a presupposition, at-issue content and implicature in the interpretation of sam-
sentences 
In this section I am going to describe the meanings of sam-sentences in more detail. As it was 
demonstrated in section one, if we regard sam-sentences with respect to what unusualness effect 
they have, then we can distinguish between certain types of them – actually, I will argue, that we 
can reduce the unusualness flavours to two types: remarcability/wonderfulness and 
untypicality/strangeness. The reason why I draw so much attention to this division is that it (the 
division) makes a generalisation not only about the unusualness implicature, but about other 
aspects of meaning of a sam-sentence as well. 
I will repeat the supposition introduced at the end of the preceding section: the content of the 
overall state of affairs (ps+a) denoted by a sentence should be relevant2 to the fact that the 
sentence is supposed to convey an unusualness implicature. So, if we have two basic types of 
unusualness, we have two basic “types” of what kind of situation a sam-sentence denotes. And I 
will try show that all the important aspects of sam-sentence’s meaning are dependant on what 
                                                
2 I think that I am using the term “relevant” closely to the  sense defined in (Roberts 2002), (Potts 2005b): although  
in these works relevance to questions is investigated it seems it can be extended to our case. A “question” will be the 
aim to convey unusualness; an “answer” will be a particular situation that is unusual with respect to the “good 
property” of a sam-individual. So, only those sentences will be felicitous that entail some situation that is really 
unusual and don’t entail any aditional information (the quantity-rating of a sentence should be the least among 
alternatives (Potts 2005b: 15):  

 



interpretation the sentence is given. In other words, I will point out certain aspects of a 
presupposition and an at-issue proposition that are crucial in the interpretation of the whole 
utterance – and particular values of these aspects cluster together in a (descriptively) predicited 
way.  
Now I am going to list the important aspects of meaning and their possible (for sam-sentences) 
values. It is intuitively obvious that they are very tightly interrelated and if we provide a good 
thoretical analysis for sam-sentences we will see that all this “aspects” reduce to some primitives 
of a theory. However, I don’t quite understand how all this aspects are connected (due to my 
insuffcient theoretical background in general and to that I haven’t thought about this particular 
case): which of them are primary and which of them “logically” follow from the basic ones. That 
is why my primary aim now is to provide a thorough description of the semantics of sam-
sentences. 
So, the “important aspects of meaning” are: 

- (from 1.3) sam-individual is of type e, is a familiar referent; 
- the “good property” is non-agentive, a sam-individual just possesses it, he cannot 

manipulate it in any way; 
- the “good property” is either a “pure” state, that holds always, without breaks (for 

example, to be famous, to be talented), or something habitual (that is, it is interpreted as a 
state, but this state exists due to the fact that some event usually happens – for example, 
to be good at solving math problems; to be respected – a person is respected when people 
treat him in a respectful way, and a treating in a respectful way (for example, speaking 
politely, paying a lot of attention in a particular situation) is an event)); 

- the latter distinction correlates with another one: “alienability” of a property, whether it is 
“intrincic” or “extrincic”. Apparently, an intrinsic property is the one that holds without 
breaks – because nobody can manipulate it; an extrinsic property is the one that it is 
habitual – it arises due to some extrinsic (with respect to a possessor of this property) 
events that whose probability of occurence is quite high; but, as it is in general, 
fluctuations do not change the overall probability of something, the habitual “good 
property” can “fail”, but the the sam-individual will still be regarded as possessing this 
property (for example, if someone didn’t solve a problem doesn’t mean that he is 
automatically bad at it; or even if someone disagreed with some respected person, most 
of the people still usually attach a lot of importance to the persons ideas). From this 
discussion we can probably induce that the “alianability” of the “good property” stems 
from a combination of its non-agentivity and how it holds in time. 

- this aspect of the “good property” is not (obviously) derivable from some others – this 
aspect is about how this property relates to a situation designated by the at-issue meaning. 
A property can “affect” other participants of a situation or not. If we take a “good 
property” that is habitual and “extrisic” – it cannot in principle “affect” anybody or 
anything: its own existense is due to some external events – so it is rather the possessor of 
the property that is in a sense “affected” by external events, then vice versa. But an for 
sentences that are interpreted as having a pressupposition with an intrinsic “good 
property” this property somehow “percolates” through its possessor to other participants 
of a situation (for example, for sentence (1) Petya is some important person and his 
“good property” renders the whole event exciting). I don’t understand why this affecting 
effect occurs: is it a special property of sam-sentences, or maybe it is because of some 
non-linguistic principles of how we interpret situations (i.e. intrinsically good things 
make everything around them “better” in some way). 

 
In the following subsection I will describe how the different semantic/pragmatic properties of the 
“good property”, the situation entailed by a sam-sentence and the implicature cluster together – 
giving two possible types of interpretation of the whole utterance. 
 



2.1. The two interpretations 
The first one is (I will call it “first type”): the “good property” is intrinsic, non-agentive, 
permanent. The unusualness flavour is remarcability, “outstandingness”: the good property 
affects other people/objects that are in the situation. For example: 
 
(11) Sam Petya prishel k nam v gosti. 
 ps: The speaker finds that3 Petya is an outstanding/important person 

impl.: The speaker finds that it is exciting that some outstanding person came to his place. 
  
(12) Ja videla samogo Petyu. 
 ps: Petya is an outstanding/important person. 
 impl.: It is exciting to have seen some outstanding person. 
 
(13)  Sam Petrov igraet v etom spektakle. 
  ps: Petrov is a very famous/talented actor. 

impl.: It is wonderful that some famous actor played in a play 
 
Example (13) is interesting because it lets us better understand what “affecting” (in the sense I 
use it in this paper) is: before I suggested that it the implicit audience of the play which gets 
affected in the situation. Although such a reeding seems possible, a more primary one is that it is 
the play itself which is “affected” – i.e. it gets better or more isgnificant because Petrov plays in 
it. That is why we can substitute “a play” by “a film”: it is harder to think of an implicit audience 
for a film, because a film is more like an object than an event; but the natural interpreation is that 
the film itself gets more important.  
Also, if to compare examples (11)-(12) with (13) we can see that different things can be 
“affected”: in (11)-(12) it is rather the whole event (=> an exciting event), in (13), especcially 
with “a film” instead of “a play”, it is an object, an artifact. (14) is another example of the latter 
type: 
 
(14) Ona dochj samogo Petrova. 
 
In (14) Petrov is presupposed to be significant in some way – and thus his daughter also gets 
significant to a certain extent.  
On the basis of these examples we can make a generalisation about the correlation between the 
semantics of a situation and who/what gets “affected” in it: if the situation is non-stative then the 
situation itself gets “affected”, gets exciting ((11), (12)); if the situation is stative then some 
participants get “affected”, get “better” ((13), (14)). This generalisation calls for an explanation, 
but I haven’t come up with it yet. 
 
The “second type” of interpretation is: the “good property” is non-agentive, extrinsic – it 
emerges because of the high frequency of some event. Denoted situation is strange because it 
denotes an event when this “good” property “fails” – that is, an event which is contrary to what 
usually happens. But that doesn’t imply that a sam-individual looses this “good property” 
automatically: the property is “statistical” rather than immanent.  
For example: 
 
(15) Sam Petya ne reshyl zadachu. 
 ps: Petya is very good at solving math problems. 

impl.: It is strange that Petya, who is very good at math, didn’t manage to solve a 
problem. 

                                                
3 I will omit “The speaker finds that ...” below – but it will presupposed. 



 
(16) On ne soglasilsya s samim Petej. 

ps: Petya is a very respected person.  
 impl.: It is strange that somebody didn’t agree with a very respected person. 
 
(15) denotes an event wich is contrary to what usually happens: usually Petya solves problems 
(and thus he is good at it) but this time he didn’t – due to an external factor – the difficulty of the 
problem. (16) denotes a situation when somebody does to Petya something that other people 
usually don’t do: he disagrees with him, while other usually agree with him or at least respect his 
opnion. 
Note in this type of interpretation the at-issue meaning can only refer to some “eventive” 
situation, not a state: because it should denote some “fluctuation” from the current sate of affairs. 
If is interpreted as a state then we simply get a contradicition: we will get that something usually 
happens (=a ps) - but it doesn’t (usually) happen (=an assertion interpreted as a state). 
 
2.3 Comparison with dazhe ‘even’ 
It was noted above and it is in general quite evident that in some cases sam1 can be felicitously 
substitued by dazhe. Let us see why: I will base my discussion on the literature dedicated to 
English “even” – because it seems to behave just like its Russian counterpart. 
It is usually assumed that even has two presuppositions (Horn 1969, Rooth 1985 – via Kadmon 
2001; in Wilkinson 1996 they are called conventional implicatures, but what is meant is more 
like a presupposition, and besides Wilkinson refers to the same source - Rooth 1985): 
 
(17) Kadmon 2001: 210 

  
(18) Wilkinson 1996: 194 
 Sara read even ULYSSES. 
 “Existential implicature”: Sara read something other than Ulysses. 
 “Scalar implicature”: Ulysses is the least likely thing for Sara to read. 
 
What of interest now is the “scalar presuppostion”: something is least likely thing to happen. 
However if we take  a negative counterpart of the above example then the scalar presuppostion is 
that something is the most likely thing to happen: 
 
(19) Sara didn’t even read Ulysses. 
 ps: Ulysses is the most like thing for Sara to read 
 
There are two kinds of explanation for this change of a presuppostion: (Wilkinson 1996) argues 
that “even” has scope above negation – so, the scalar presuppsosition in (19) is about not reading 
Ulysses – it is the least likely thing to do – and so, reading Ulysses is the most likely thing. 
In (Rooth 1985) it is argued that the ambiguity of the ps is due to lexical ambiguity of the 
English even: the first even is a PPI (with the “low likeliness” ps) and the second one is an NPI 
(with the “high likeliness” ps). (Giannakigou 2007) supports this hypothesis by providing 
evidence from Greek: there two separate (and phonologically distinct) lexical items in this 
language – a PPI (akomi ke) and an NPI (oute) – which correspond to the English “even” (there 
is also a flexible scale even-like word in Greek). 



Now let us consider cases where sam1 can be sunstitued by dazhe: 
 
(20) Sam Petja ne reshyl zadachu.  
(21) Dazhe Petja ne reshyl zadachu. 
 
In (21) the scalar presupposition is that Petja was the most likely person to solve a problem (a ps 
for NPI-even according to Rooth and Giannakidou), or he was the least likely person not to solve 
a problem (an analysis by Wilkinson). If we want to stress the similarity between sam1 and 
dazhe we are more inclined to choose the NPI-analysis of dazhe: a pressupposition for dazhe is 
that some situation is very likely to take place to an individual, and a presupposition for sam1 is 
that a sam-individual has a property which consists in that something very frequently happens to 
him, and consequently this is very likeky to happen in general; a situation  denoted by an at-issue 
meaning of both (20) and (21) is the same: something which is very likely doesn’t happen – and 
so it is strange (an implicature is thus also the same). So, the difference between (20) and (21) is 
roughly as this: a presupposition of dazhe tells us something about some particular situation – 
about its possibility, while a ps of sam1 tells us something about a particular individual – that he 
has a “good property” by virtue of which something “good” very likely to happen to him. 
If we consider the fact that sam1 was in the past much more like dazhe (as I noted in 1.1) – so 
that it was possible to say “Sam Petja reshyl zadachu” and given an opinion that dazhe/even is 
lexically ambiguous – that it has two distinct meanings – then we could suppose how the change 
in the semantics of sam1 could have proceeded: at first it was ambiguaos between an NPI and an 
PPI interpretation but then it became only an NPI – and at the same time (maybe it was a 
consequence, and maybe – a cause of the latter change) the presupposition got reinterpreted as a 
statement about an individual rather then about a situation4. 
 
3. Beginnings of a theoretical analysis of sam1 
 
3.1. Speaker-orientedness 
Let us consider the following utterance: 
 
(22) Masha dumaet, chto Vasja videl samogo Petju. 
 
In (22) the sam-clause is imbedded into a matrix clause with a non-factive verb. Non-factive 
verbs are called like this because they don’t require that the embedded proposition be true in a 
real world; moreover they don’t require presuppositions of the embedded proposition to hold in a  
real world.  
The truth conditions of (22) are the same as for “Masha thinks that Vasja saw Petja”. The 
question is, what happens to the non-at-issue meanings of sam-sentenseces. It turns out that 
according the primary, default reading of (22) it is according to the spaeker of the utterance, not 
to Masha, that Petja is good in some way and that the whole situation is remarkable. So, the 
presuppostion and the implicature are spaeker-oriented. To make it more salient, let us imagine a 
situation where Vasja told Masha that he saw Petja – but Vasja lied and the speaker of the 
utterance knows it, but Masha doesn’t. And still, both the ps and the implicature remain speaker-
oriented. So, even if a speaker knows that the embedded proposition is incompatible with his 
model (that is, a world in which the embedded proposition holds is not within his model) he can 
still make judgements about the “goodness” of sam-individual and evaluate the at-issue meaning 
as unusual – thus, he can evaluate the situation abstracted over worlds. Therefore we need 
something else according to which we evaluate the “goodness” and the “unusualness”: probably, 
we could apply a theory introduced in (Lasersohn 2005) according to which truth values of 
certain sentences (in the papaer – those containing predicates of personal taste) are evaluated 

                                                
4 why “good” 



with respect to a context, in particular with respect to a contextual judge. And for some reason 
we tend to adopt an autocentric perspective with respect to the presupposition and the 
implicature of a sam-sentence. However, it is possible to interpret (22) from an exocentric 
perspective – where Masha is the judge.  
 
3.2. Representation of the presupposition 
First, we need to represent that the “good property” is not agentive: probably we can apply the 
neo-davidsonian theory by introducing an event agrument (e) and not including a predicate 
AGENT into the representation of the presupposition (or, it may be included into the 
representataion of the extricnsic “good properties”, but the agent must be someone other than the 
possessor of the property).  
The next thing is how to represent that something habitual can be a property of an individual – 
that is, how do we go from that something happens often to somebody to that it is a measure 
function of the individual (<ed> - cf. discussion in 1.3). I really don’t know how to do it – but I 
am absolutely sure that it is not a big problem – it is just due to my poor background. So, what I 
imagine we should do is to invent some function that would take, maybe, a predicate (something 
happens often to somebody) and give a measure function. 
Now, a few remarks on how to represent a proposition “an individual has a very high degree of 
some property”. As written before, the “good property” is a measure function (<ed>). We can 
introduce a degree function which takes a degree of some entities and gives T if the degree is, for 
example, more than 0.8 (if we assume that the scale is (-1,1)) and F if it is not. Thus the 
representation for a propostion with ansaturated terms will look like this5 (it will e of type 
(<<<ed>e>t>): 
 
(23) λPed.λxe.P(x)>d0,8 
(d0,8 is a constant) 
 
Also, we need to somehow reflect that the property is “good”. A haven’t thought about it a lot, 
that is why I just stipulate a function GOOD that takes a predicate and returns T if the property 
denoted by the predicate is considered to be good by a contextual judge. 
 
3.3. Representaition of the implicature 
I haven’t thought a lot on this question either, but I will nevertheless raise here a seemingly 
interesting question about the CI: as I wrote above, the overall situation of a sam-sentence is 
regarded as unusual – so, we need to reflect in the representation. But what about the concrete 
flavour of the implicature (‘wonderful’ vs. ‘strange’)? Should we underspecify our 
representation so that it gets its specification from the interpretation of a denoted situation? Or 
should just state that a situation is unusual and assume that the concrete flavour comes from 
some extra-linguistc processing and not to bother about it? 
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